
A summit is  
“a conference or meeting of high-level 

leaders, usually called to shape a 
program of action.”

WELCOME
a meeting, a workshop, a conference, a colloquium, 

a creativity gym, a conclave, an ideas spa, an 
“intimate high level gathering”



approaches to 
economic growth



the big reset
•re-boot our local economies
•reset expectations of the state
•reframe our organisations
•revitalise our people



growth theories
“neo-classical” - over the long run, growth arises 
from relatively high investment in a blend of 
capital assets and labour plus the application of 
useful ideas and new technology

“endogenous” - in a knowledge based economy, 
long run growth arises from the relative pace of 
innovation plus a relatively high investment in 
human capital



“boosterism”

get people from somewhere else to put their 
money here

“bootstraps”

encourage the people who are here to pull 
themselves up by their bootstraps

two main strategies



• City regional spatial strategies: investment and physical regeneration at 
varied spatial scales - town centres and larger areas 

• Networks, connections and nodes: transport and network connections 

• Industrial sector intervention strategies: building on existing strengths or 
clusters in local economy; supporting new businesses 

• Labour market policy interventions: job creation, vocationalism, 
employability and employment strategies 

• Skills and skill development strategies: basic skills, vocationalism and 
employability 

• Supplier based intervention strategies: direct investment and localised 
purchasing

typology of local authority economic 
development strategies



job growth across the UK
23.3m 

private sector

% increase in private sector jobs 
2008 - 2014

adjusted to take account of “reclassifications” 
SPERI (2015) Public and private sector employment across 

the UK since the financial crisis, University of Sheffield
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5.3m 
public sector

London has had  

36%  
of all new (net) private sector  

jobs created in the UK
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devolution for prosperity 

ENGLAND 
Netherlands 

Belgium  
Germany 

Italy 
France 
Spain

54 
17 
11 
84 
60  
64 
47

413 
393 
337 
233 
192 
111  

92

million

Scotland 
Wales 

N Ireland

5 
3 
2

68 
149 
135

pop/sq km Does Zipf law show that England’s 
“second tier” cities are undersized?

bottom up growth policies 
“boosterism and bootstraps” 

unique advantages & distinctive capabilities 





the four Bs
Bricks - investment in physical capital

Businesses - enterprise & economic capital

Brains - human & intellectual capital

Bonds - community & social capital 

"Magnets and Glue"



Work is of two kinds: 
•first, altering the position of matter at or near the 

earth's surface relatively to other such matter ;
• second, telling other people to do so. 
The first kind is unpleasant and ill paid; the second is pleasant and highly paid. 

The second kind is capable of indefinite extension: there are not only those      
who give orders, but those who give advice as to what orders should be given.

Bertrand Russell 
(1932) In Praise of Idleness

 
"The road to happiness and prosperity lies in an organized diminution of work" - 

Russell’s argument for a 4 hour working day

“

”



London’s “index of specialisation”: 
London relative to the rest of GB and share of London’s economic output



“the smell of my childhood”

making value in the economy: making, shaking and advising







the nature of  
dialogue



conversation 
“turn together”

suspend 
“listening without resistance”

deliberation 
“to weigh out”

defend 
“to ward off, protect from attack”

*

* liberare - to balance, weigh 
OR 
to “deliberate” oneself - to decide to act so 
that one is no longer free to do anything

the nature of dialogue



defend 
“to ward off, protect 

from attack”

skillful conversation 
analytic, using data for answers to 
problems, makes reasons explicit

dialectic 
tension and synthesis of 

opposites

controlled discussion 
advocacy, competing, abstract 

oral brawling

debate 
resolve by beating down

productive 
defensiveness

unproductive 
defensiveness



suspend 
“listening without 

resistance”

reflective dialogue 
explore underlying 
causes, rules and 

assumptions to get to 
deeper questions and 
reframing problems

generative dialogue 
invents 

unprecedented 
possibilities and new 
insights, produces a 

collective flow of 
discovery



“the best way to have a good idea 
is to have lots of ideas” 

Linus Pauling


